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Why Windows? The Value of Natural Light in Master Planning
by Jerry Zekert and Courtney Cross

T

he common depiction of dank
windowless cubicle ‘farms’ in
popular media certainly suggests
workplaces that lack natural light are
generally unfavorable. However, a
growing body of research suggests that
exposure to natural light at work is not
merely preferable it is actually crucial for
human health and productivity.

A 2011 study conducted at the
University of Oregon, found employees
in workplaces with poor daylight took
substantially more sick leave hours.
Additionally, a strong association
has also been found between lack of
exposure to daylight in the workspace
and physiological, sleep and depressive
symptoms. Participants at a 2014 study in
Brazil were broken into two groups, half
with access to a window and half without.
Those with access to a window had
higher cortisol levels and lower melatonin
levels at night, which correlated with
poor sleep quality, depressive symptoms
and other psychiatric disorders.

large office building. The building
width varied between 50 and 60 feet.
Daylighting was a key factor driving the
energy reduction since lighting typically
represents 30-40 percent of a commercial
building’s total energy use. Engineers
for this project were able to use daylight
to reduce lighting power densities. The
estimated lighting Energy Use Intensity
is 7 percent of the as-built energy model,
a reduction of over 23 percent from
standard construction.

Several corporations have conducted
workplace studies on the effect of natural
light in their offices. Lockheed Martin
found a 15 percent boost in contract
productivity when daylighting was
integrated into their offices in Sunnyvale,
California. Los Angeles based Verifone,
Inc. had a 25-28 percent increase in total
product output and a 5 percent boost in
productivity, when workers moved to a
daylit distribution center. According to
two different 1998 reports, attention tests
found that people with windows with
natural views of vegetation scored higher
and natural light alone was found to
increase alertness with monotonous work.

Therefore, in order to support optimum
human health and productivity as well as
reduce building energy use, it is vital to
plan facilities that have ample access to
daylight. This is best initially supported
at the master plan level by showing
notional footprints for most facilities at
about 50 feet wide. Of course, hangars,
warehouses, shopping centers and other
large floor plate users have different
needs but for most military buildings –
from offices to barracks to townhomes,
50 feet is an ideal width for providing
the maximum interior workspaces with
access to windows. In general, roughly an
area within the first fifteen feet from an
exterior window receives optimal daylight,
so in a 50 foot wide building, 30 feet
benefit from natural light. The remaining
interior portion of the facility can be used
for services such as restrooms, storage
and hallways where occupants do not
spend as much time, or these areas can
also be optimized with light wells for
expanded daylit area. This is one reason
why so many master plans show narrow
wing buildings, from the new plan for
downtown Fort Worth to Fort Hood’s
long-range master plan.

Daylighting can also significantly
reduce building energy use and associated
utility costs. National Renewable Energy
Laboratory in 2007 established the goal
that their new Research Support Facility
would use half the energy of a typical

The use of windows will not only
enhance our mission by improving
productivity, but they support several
master planning strategies from Unified
Facilities Criteria 2-100-01 (Installation
Master Planning) including: sustainable
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Many older buildings, including this one at Fort
Sill, were designed with narrow wings and
numerous windows so that all occupants could have
access to natural light and cooling breezes.

planning that calls for narrow wing
buildings just for the reasons described
above; healthy community planning that
calls for creating healthier environments
for our Soldiers and their families; and
defensible planning that calls for more
natural surveillance by using “eyes on
the street” which is best supported by
buildings with (appropriately strong)
windows facing the street.
But none of this is really new. Many
of the military’s oldest buildings used
narrow wings, from the historic quad
barracks at U.S. Army Garrison Hawaii
to the historic classroom buildings at
Fort Belvoir, narrow wing buildings make
great places. So, planners should:
• Use narrow wing footprints of about 50
feet wide for most notional buildings
on their master plans
• Put width and window requireä
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Why Trees? The Value of Street Trees in Master Planning
by Jerry Zekert and Courtney Cross

V

isual preference surveys consistently
show that people have a strong
preference for places with trees.
When people think of great streets, trees
are always an attribute. The value of trees
is much greater than purely aesthetic,
though that is definitely a factor; trees
provide safety and shade and compounding
benefits are associated with each of these
characteristics.
Safety Benefits. A 2008 study by the
Texas Transportation Institute building
upon over a decade of evolving research
indicates street trees greatly improve
roadway and pedestrian safety, as well
as enhancing pedestrian comfort and
walkability. Street trees create a visual edge
to the driving environment, thus providing
both a visual and physical buffer to protect
pedestrians. Psychologist Daniel Berlyne’s
research suggests that the rhythm of
street trees also provides an optimal visual
complexity, which could enhance driver
attentiveness to the streetscape. If you want
to slow traffic and improve pedestrian
safety, then plant street trees at regular
intervals.
Energy Benefits. According to a
1985 study of microclimates in urban
centers, the canopy of a tree intercepts
approximately 90% of solar radiation,
decreasing temperatures by up to 41
degrees Fahrenheit. Trees help maintain
(continued from previous page)

ments in Installation Planning
Standards
• Participate in design reviews to
make sure that the width and window requirements are followed in
detailed designs
POC is Jerry Zekert, 202-761-7525,
jerry.c.zekert@usace.army.mil
Jerry Zekert is the chief of the Master
Planning Team at Headquarters, USACE.
Courtney Cross is a LEED Green Associate
and assistant planner with The Urban
Collaborative, LLC.

cooler microclimates and reduce the urban
heat island effect. Shading pavements
and cladding increases the lifespan of
materials due to reduced thermal exposure.
According to Dan Burden’s article on the
22 Benefits of Urban Street Trees, street
trees that shade buildings can improve
building energy use and reduce utility
costs by 15-35%. Comfort of pedestrians
and building occupants is also improved
when people too are less subjected to direct
sun exposure, improving walkability and
outdoor comfort. Tree canopies slow the
fall of rain, which reduces infrastructure
expenses from storm-water runoff, and also
provides some shelter from storms.
Social Benefits. From a social standpoint,
a three-year study by the American
Planning Association showed that trees
reduce stress and aggression. This means
that trees can help improve resiliency
on installations. This may be one reason
why the former Commanding General at
Fort Bliss, Major General Dana Pittard,
ordered his staff to plant 20,000 trees at the
installation. Fort Hood has also embarked
on an impressive tree planting program and
has been named a Tree City USA. Trees
enhance the character of outdoor spaces
and improve views. A study of Chicago
public housing conducted in 1997 at the
University of Illinois showed that green
spaces with trees reliably drew larger groups
of people and a greater diversity of ages
than places without trees. This suggests that
natural features, like trees, are vital to the
success of outdoor spaces.
The Master Planning Impact. Street
trees will help installations meet key master
planning strategies including sustainable
planning and healthy community planning.
Trees will also help installations meet the
FY13 National Defense Authorization Act
requirement for more sustainable design
and development. Hence:
• Planners and landscape architects should
prioritize street trees over almost all other
landscape elements.
• Where appropriate, street trees should be
included in programming documentation.
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Majestic street trees at Wheeler Army Airfield shade
the streets, sidewalks, and historic buildings along
Wright Avenue.

• Master plans should show street trees on
almost all roads on an installation. Rather
than spend money on complex shrubs,
specimen trees, and ground covers, just
plant street trees.
• In order to boost the efficacy of shading,
specify trees with a dense canopy and a
high branch height. Low maintenance
varietals with deep root structures, which
produce less debris, are advisable to keep
roadways and sidewalks clean. Native or
climatically adapted species will require
less water and be more likely to mature
and flourish.
• For optimal coverage, trees should be
planted at regular intervals, 25’ to 30’ on
center, along as many streets as possible,
but at minimum in publicly used and
high-traffic areas.
• Planting trees between curbs and sidewalks is best since, from this location,
trees can help shade both the street and
sidewalk.
So next time you look at a tree on your
base, don’t think of its beauty first, think
of its ability to reduce energy costs, capture
stormwater, enhance pedestrian safety, and
improve the social environment.
POC is Jerry Zekert, 202-761-7525,
jerry.c.zekert@usace.army.mil
Jerry Zekert is the chief of the Master Planning
Team at Headquarters, USACE. Courtney Cross
is a LEED Green Associate and assistant planner
with The Urban Collaborative, LLC.
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